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INTRODUCTION 
In the classical theory of elliptic curves, the j-invariant of an elliptic 
curve is an algebraic integer if the elliptic curve has complex multiplication. 
There are two kinds of proof of this fact, one is algebraic using good 
reduction [7] and the other is analytic using the integrality of the Fourier 
coefficients of the q-expansion of j [6,8]. 
The same statement is also true for the theory of Drinfeld modules of 
rank 2. An algebraic proof is given in [2]. In this note we will give an 
analytic proof following the methods in [6, 81. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be the rational function field F,(T) over the finite field F, and 
A = F,[T]. Let K, be the completion of K at co = (l/T) and C the 
completion of the algebraic closure of K,. 
An element 
a b 
Ci= 
( > c d 
in M*(A), the set of 2 x 2 matrices with entries in A, is called primitioe if 
(a, 6, c, d) = (1). Let n be a manic polynomial in A. Define 
A,, = {a E M2( A): det a = pn for some p E F,*} 
A,*= {aE A,: a is primitive}. 
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Then r= G&(A) = (y EM,(A): det YEF:} acts on A,* by left or right 
multiplication. 
For the rest of the paper the letters a, b, c, d, n, p represent polynomials 
in A = FJ T] and a, B, y represent elements of M,(A). 
We get the following theorem whose proof is exactly the same as the 
classical case. 
THEOREM 1.1 The group r operates left transitively on the right r-cosets, 
and right transitively on the left r-cosets of A,*. 
Also we can see that the elements 
a b 
( > 0 d 
in M,(A) with a and d manic, ad = n, and deg b < deg d form distinct left 
coset representatives of A,* for r. 
In the following, the symbols a, d, n always denote manic polynomials 
in A, unless otherwise stated. 
Let t&n) be the number of left cosets of A,*. In the Appendix we compute 
$(n), which is very much the same as the classical one. 
In this article we are mainly concerned with the Drinfeld modules 
of rank 2 on A defined over C. Thus a Drinfeld module 4 of rank 2 is 
completely determined by 
&= TX+gF + AXq2, g, A E C. 
The j-invariant j(4) of 4 is defined to be gq + ‘/A. The isomorphism classes 
of Drinfeld modules of rank 2 over C are in one to one correspondence 
with the similarity classes of discrete projective rank 2 A-submodules of C. 
A discrete projective A-submodule of C will be called an A-lattice. Hence 
it is parameterized by r-equivalence classes of Q = C - K, . For z E 52, we 
write j(z) to denote the j-invariant of the Drinfeld module associated to the 
lattice AZ + A. 
2. MODULAR EQUATION 
Let L. = EA be the rank 1 A-lattice in C associated to the Carlitz module 
p&z)= Tz+zq, 
and t = t(z) = eL’(%z), where eL is given by 
eL(z) = z 
*& (I -3 
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By a modular function we mean a meromorphic function on Sz = C - K, , 
invariant under f and having r-expansions at infinity. Then j is a modular 
function and holomorphic on ~2. It can be shown that j is of the form 
f + h(s), (1) 
where s = tq- ’ and h is a power series with coefficients in A, using the 
result in [3, (6.6), (6.7)]. Because the only modular functions holomorphic 
on both Q and infinity are constants, we get 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be a modular function which is holomorphic on G? 
with an s-expansion 
f=C CiS'. 
Then f is a polynomial in j with coefficients in the module generated by ci 
over A. 
Let { ai} !I”: be the representatives of right cosets of A,* for f given in the 
previous section. Then r acts on the functions jo ai transitively. Let 
IL(n) 
O,(X)= fl (X-joai). 
i=l 
Then the coefficients of G,(X) are holomorphic on 52, invariant under r, 
and meromorphic at infinity. Hence by Theorem 2.1, the coefficients of 
G,(X) are polynomials in j. 
We now consider the expansion of jo a for 
Let j = l/s + h(s). Then 
)‘-‘+h((t(T))9-‘). 
Let u = u(z) = t(( l/n)z) = ei’(iiz/n). 
Define the ath inverse cyclotomic polynomial f,(X) E A[X], for a E A not 
necessarily manic, by 
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where Jai = qdeg O. Then 
t(az) = t’“‘/f,( t). 
It can be easily seen that the constant term off,(X) is I(a), the leading coef- 
ficent of a. We denote by A,, the kernel of P,,, i.e., A,,= {AE C: p,(A) =O). 
LEMMA 2.2. If ad= n, then t(az/d) = et ‘(aiiz/d) is a power series in u 
with coefficients in A. 
Proof Since p,(X) lies in A[X], f,(X) lies in A[X]. Then 
t(az/d) = t(z/d)‘“‘/f,(t(z/d)) is a power series in t(z/d) with coefficients in A 
because the constant term of f,(X) is a unit in A. Hence it suffices to 
show that t(z/d) is a power series in u with coefficients in A. But 
t(z/d) = t(az/n) = t(z/n)‘Ol/fO(t(z/n)). So by the same reasoning as before, 
t(z/d) is a power series in U= t(z/n) with coefficients in A. 
COROLLARY. joa lies in A[A,] [[u]], where AC/i,] is the ring 
generated by the elements of A, over A. 
ProojI 
t(y!)+(““i;“b))-’ 
= 1 + e,(ilb/d) t((u/d)z) 
=zo(-l)i(eL (y)it (iz)i”). 
Also 
But 
y-‘+h((t (?))‘I), 
where h is a power series with coefficients in A. Hence jo a is a Laurent 
series in u with coefficients in A[A,] since e,(ilb/d) is an n-division point 
of p. 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. The t-expansions of the coefficients of Q,(X) lie in 
4(t)). 
Proof. Let r E (A/(n))*. The automorphism O, on K(/1,) is given by 
fJr(Al) = PA&z) 
for I,,E~,,. Extend this action to K(A,)((u)). Since t(azid)= t(a2z/n)= 
&/fa2(u) and fOz(X) E A[X], or acts on t(az/d) trivially. But in the proof 
of the corollary of Lemma 2.2, 
Hence o,(t((az + b)/d)) = x2, (- l)‘(e,(iibr/d)’ t(az/d)‘+‘). But e,(Ebr/d) 
=e,(%b’/d) where b’ is an element in A such that b’= br mod d and 
deg b’ < deg d. Therefore (j 0 ~1)~’ = j 0 ~1’ where 
Hence (T, permutes the functions jo ai and so the coefficients of Q,(X) are 
invariant under CT,. Therefore the t-expansions of the coefficients of @JX) 
lie in A((t)). 
Since we know that the coefficients of Q,(X) are polynomials in A[j], 
we may view @, as a polynomial in two variables X and j with coefficients 
in A. We write it as 
THEOREM 2.4. (i) @,(X, j) is irreducible over C(j) and has degree $(n) 
(ii) @,(x,j) = @,(j, X) 
(iii) ifdeg n is odd, then O,,(j, j) is a polynomial in j of degree > 1 with 
leading coefficient + 1. 
Proof: The proofs of (i) and (ii) are exactly the same as the classical 
case (see [6, p. 553). 
Assume that deg n is odd, so that if 
is primitive and ad = n, then deg a # deg d. The u-expansion of j starts with 
~-(q-‘)q~~” and the u-expansion of joa starts with ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ because 
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t-’ = t-‘(n . (z/n)) =fn(u)/u” dcgn and t-‘(az/d) = t~‘(a’z/n) =fa?(u)/uq2@“. 
Since deg n is odd, deg n # 2 deg a. Hence the polar term in j -jo CI starts 
with U-(4-11)ydeg” or ~~-(4~~)~Zdcgo~ Hence the u-expansion for @,(j, j) 
starts with c,/u” for some integer v, with c, = f 1. 
COROLLARY. For any c( E M,(K), the function jo c1 is integral ouer A[j]. 
Proof: This is the same proof as in [6, p. 571. 
THEOREM 2.5. Ifz~lC(,/-) h n w ere n is a square free manic polynomial of 
odd degree, then j(z) is an algebraic integer. Here J;; means any root of 
X2-n=O. 
ProoJ: Let L = K(z) and Lo = Ao + A be the ring of algebraic integers in 
L. Take q = 6. Then 
qo=aw+b 
r/=co+d 
with a, b, c, and d in A. Then 
is primitive with determinant ad - bc = -n, and a’w = w. Let 
a=(: _:)(:I;). Then ao= --w and j(-w)=j(o), hence j(w) is a root of 
the polynomial @,(X, X) E A[X]. But deg n is odd, j(o) is integral over A 
by Theorem 2.3 (iii). Since K(z) = K(w), z = /IO for some primitive 
/? E M,(A). Then, by construction, j(z) is a root of the manic polynomial 
0 det (p)(x9j(w))T 
hence j(z) is integral over A[j(w)]. Therefore j(z) is integral over A. 
Remark. Theorem 2.5 is also true for the square free polynomial n of 
the following types, 
(1) deg n is odd and the leading coefficient of n is arbitrary. 
(2) deg n is even and the leading coefficient of n is in F, - Fi. 
In such cases, L = K(J) n is called imaginary quadratic because co does not 
split. 
In any case we choose the representatives of right cosets of A,* for C of 
the form 
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where a is manic and l(d) = I(n). Here I(n) denotes the leading coefftcient 
of n. Then follow the previous arguments for the case of type (1). But for 
the case of type (2), the proof of Theorem 2.4 (iii) should be changed as 
follows. 
Let n be an even degree polynomial with leading coefficient f(n) not in 
Fi. Let deg n = v. The polar term of j is 
f,(u) q-1 
( > u(/y 
and the polar term of jo CI is 
fo4u) q-' 
(4 U” 
2dcg (I . 
If v#2dega, then j-joa starts with u-(Y-‘)~” or -u-(~-~)~*~~~. If 
v = 2 deg a, then 
v’=deg(n-/(n)a*)<v. 
Hence, by the formula (4.7) of [3], 
u-v =-f/w72 + cn - ,(“)U2) (J3 
=f/(“)d m + P - 4”Ifcn - l(n)& (-0 
Thus, we get 
f”(U) f/(n,n44 +~.-,(n,,&4 
y=--7- U4 uIv’ . 
Therefore the polar term of j -j 0 a starts with 
f(n) q- * f(n - f(n)d) -7 
( ) &? . &?v . 
But -l(n)q-*l(n - I(n) E Fz. Therefore @,(j,j) has leading coefIicient in 
F,. Then the rest is exactly the same. 
3. KRONECKER CONGRUENCE RELATION AND RELATIONS WITH IWGENY 
THEOREM 3.1 (Kronecker Congruence Relation). Let p =p( T) be a 
monk irreducible polynomial of degree v in A. Then we have 
@,Gw = (X- P,(MP,W) -A (mod PI 
E (X-j’“)(P’-j) (mod P ). 
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Proof: The second congruence follows from the fact that p,(X) E X4’ 
(modp). Representatives for the primitive matrices of determinant p are 
given by 
degb<degp 
and 
P 0 
a,= 0 1 ( 1 
For a modular function f, we shall write f*(t) for its t-expansion, and 
similarly for a u-expansion. Let j*(t) = z air’. Then 
From pP (X) = X4’ (mod p), we have 
(jo aJ* (t) = 1 UiP” (mod P) 
qv (modp) 
= pp (A (modp). 
Let A., be a primitive pth root of p. Then 
(joa,)* (t)+z,t ? ’ 
( > 
z i 
3 at- 
= i d> 
But 
1 z 4” 
t= 
1 
pp WP) ( > 
Et - 
6) 
Therefore, as before, 
(mod A,). 
(mod P). 
(mod 4,) 
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since 2, divides p. But 
Hence 
O,(X,j)=(X-joa,) fl (X-joa,). 
b 
degbcv 
@,(X,j) = (X- Ppw~qv -A (mod 1,) 
since p,(X) = Xq’ (modp), and so 
q&w) = Gf- P,WP,W) -A (modpI 
by the same argument as in [6, p. 581. 
We now apply the modular equation to the isogenies. A finite A-module 
M is called cyclic of A-degree n E A if M is isomorphic to the cyclic module 
A/(n). Then just the same method in [6] gives 
THEOREM 3.2, Let I$, 4’ be Drinfeld modules over C. There exists an 
isogeny 
u: $4’ + fp 
with cyclic kernel of A-degree n iff j,. is a root of the equation 
Remark. In [l], an analog of another form of the Kronecker con- 
gruence relation, which can be applied to the theory of complex multiplica- 
tion of Drinfeld modules of rank 2, is proved, using the action of ideal class 
groups of an order in an imaginary quadratic function field on the 
isomorphism classes of Drinfeld modules of rank 2. 
Let p =p( T) be a manic irreducible polynomial of degree v in A, and 0 
an order in an imaginary quadratic function field. For a proper ideal a of 
0, we let j(a) denote the j-invariant of the Drinfeld module associated to 
the rank 2 A-lattice a. Then 
Kronecker Congruence Relation. Suppose that p does not divide the 
conductor of 0 such that 
PO = P $9 PZP’. 
Let M be a finite Galois extension of K containing all the numbers j(c), 
where c ranges over the proper ideals of 0. Then 
p,(j(a)) =j(a)q’ =j( p’a) (mod ~4.d. 
Here UM is the integral closure of A in M. 
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APPENDIX 
The Evaluation of $(n). Let cp(n) be the number of elements in 
(,4/(n))*. Then 
(1) cp(n,n,)=cp(n,)cp(n,)if(n,,n,)=(l). 
(2) For an irreducible polynomial p of degree v, 
q(p’) = q”‘- q”(r- 11, 
Given a manic d dividing n, a = n/d is determined. Let (e) = (a, d) where 
e is manic. Then there are 
4 
degd-dege 
. de) 
possible values for 6, so 
t&n) = C qdegd-degecp(e). 
din 
LEMMA 1. Let n, and n2 be two monicpolynomiuls in A. If(n,, nz) = (l), 
then 
Wind = bWh) Ill(nd 
Proof Let dlIn,, d21n,. Then a, = n,/dl, u2 = n,/d, are determined 
and so are e,=(~~~4) and e, = ( u2, d2). Since (n,, 4) = 1, 
elez = (a,~,, d,d,). So 
Wvd= C 4 deg (h&-W (e1e2)&~,) 
dllw 
&lm 
=c4 
degdl--ege, +d%+degez&~ cp(e,) 
dllnt 
&In2 
= ti(nl 1 ICl(nd. 
So it suffices to consider n =pr a prime power. Following the method in [5, 
p. 533, we see that 
Hence 
W)=qdeg”IJ(l+-q&)~ 
Pin 
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